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G
lobal changes that are

occurring as a result of

advancing technology, faster

transportation and improved

communication impact all of us. Think

back to how you began your day. 

After you awoke, you may have

looked at your Seiko watch for the time

of day and turned on your Samsung

television for the news and weather while

you showered. After drying your hair

with a Conair dryer, you quickly swallowed

some Carnation Instant Breakfast and

Sanka coffee, brushed your teeth with

Close Up toothpaste and drove off to

work in your Honda with its Firestone

tires and a tank full of Shell gasoline.

Meanwhile on the other side of the

world, students dressed in Lacoste shirts,

Levi jeans and New Balance shoes may

be turning off their IBMs in the computer

lab and debating whether they should

stop for hamburgers and cokes at McDonald’s

or coffee and donuts at Mr. Donut. They

get into their Ford Mustangs with Goodyear

tires and drive off.

The point is economic globalization

is an expected and inevitable manifestation

of the capitalistic free enterprise system.

The question is who will compete most

successfully as global competition

continues to emerge. Specifically, does

America have the determination – the

will – to meet global competition and

maintain a position of world leadership? 

Between 1990 and 2001, North

America’s share of the world export

market grew approximately 1.4% (from

19.3% to 20.7%), with the United States

share increasing 1.3% (from 17.0% to

18.3%). During this same time period,

the Asian share grew 3.9% (from 16.8%

to 20.7%). 

Employment implications
A subject currently receiving

considerable attention is the effect of

globalization on U.S. employment. As

the concept of free enterprise spreads,

business will naturally gravitate to those

areas of the world where

costs (labor, material and

facilities) are most favorable.

Aggressive actions, including

effective assistance and

training, must be provided

for persons who are

displaced.

Addressing this issue

through trade restrictions,

as some would suggest,

will, however, only exacerbate

the difficulties. These restrictions would

impact our ability to compete and

maintain a leadership position in the

“share of world markets.” In addition,

there would be a seriously negative

effect on consumer prices. According to

a study (involving 21 major products)

by the Institute of International Economics,

the average cost per job saved by trade

restrictions was $170,000. Stated another

way, this means that consumers pay

more than six times the average

compensation of a manufacturing

worker to preserve jobs through import

restraints. 

Success in this new global marketplace

continues to require significant paradigm

shifts. It is said that successful globalizations:

• Work to be culturally diverse

• Think about and utilize assets on an

integrated worldwide basis 

• Exploit technology on a global basis 

• Work to adapt products and services

to be responsive to local markets 

• Develop and implement human

resource and operations practices that

take into account opportunities for

lower labor costs, worldwide access,

better educated/qualified workers,

global utilization and assignment of

personnel 

• Make optimum use of improved

communication technology on a

worldwide basis. 

Going global
It has been said, “doing business

around the globe and being a global

organization are quite different.”

Obviously, becoming a global

organization is a process that can

only occur over a period of time.

The first step in that process is an

assessment of the organization’s

current status, followed by the

selection of appropriate entry

approaches and strategies. 

Entry approaches employed by

organizations as they evolve into

global players include: outsourcing,

global sourcing, import/export, licensing,

strategic sourcing, joint ventures, franchising

and wholly-owned subsidiaries.

In the minds of some, there may

be a tendency to think of this global

business environment in terms of large

multi-national firms. It is important to

understand the significant role that

small to medium sized enterprises

(SMEs) play in this process. If SMEs are

categorized as companies with fewer

than 500 employees, they account for

more than 95% of all U.S. exporters.

Very small companies with fewer than

20 employees account for approximately

65% of all U.S. exporting firms. 

In summary, globalization is a fact,

and it is here to stay. Companies that

are currently experiencing the impact of

globalization may need to re-evaluate

their business model in order to more

effectively compete. The future success

of America will be significantly impacted

by how well we perform in this exciting

and burgeoning new marketplace.
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